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Well, the experiment worked. Atsumu not only benefited from it, but also made Natsu. Hehe, for them to have such a high from this, it makes me wonder if they can top that in actual performance. I think by then, there would be images just like in prelims. Page 2 Well, practice Kyouko for her tricks does very well. Because
of the mention of men attracts anything flutter makes me think that this role will earn Kyouko many male fans.  Koga is still watching every reaction of Kyoko very closely when Renee is talked about. It seems to be fun to catch her true feelings. Kyoko beautifully diverted Kogi's attention to something else that is his
rivalry with Ren. So for now, Koga will stop molesting her too much. ゚ ○.。.:*..。 o○* ゚ On the other hand, this role will be a huge breakthrough in Kyoko's career. I'm not sure thought it would make her on the same level as Kana. Hm... whenever Kyouko got the role and there will be more obstacles regarding this role, that
is, usually at the end of the arc. So, will time be missed? I think it will, because nothing special can happen to progress the story, if something important is still happening. Oh, I have a sudden thought about how Kyouko can travel to the U.S., even if it's in a short time. That is to be invited to some kind of film festival or to
be nominated for some awards for your role here. ... wait, that is just for movies, right?  maybe just be invited to something related to work. Image copyright BBC News Magazine Image caption Daniel Ramirez Medina in an undated photo provided by his lawyers, the first of the so-called dreamers arrested under
the Trump administration, now faces deportation. Is it an immigration enforcement business as usual, or something new? Daniel Ramirez Medina's parents brought him to the United States when he was just seven years old. According to his lawyers, he settled in California, attended school there, worked and grew up as
a young man. Now he has his own three-year-old son. The 23-year-old also applied and was granted deferred arrival status. The Obama administration's 2012 program allows undocumented immigrants who were brought here as children to remain in the country. Despite this, Medina was arrested on February 10 and
faces deportation after an immigration raid on the house where he was staying in Washington state. The government says he's a gang member. Medina's lawyers say they're lying. And across the country, hundreds of thousands of other Daca recipients are wondering what that means to them. At a news conference
Thursday, President Donald Trump delivered a mixed message about Ducky, saying he sympathizes with the roughly 750,000 recipients, but added that not all of them can be worthy. you have these incredible kids in many cases -- not in all cases. In some they are with Dhaka, and they are gang members and drug
dealers, , Said. It's a very, very tough topic. We're going to deal with Dhaka with a heart. Hours later, local media in San Antonio, Texas, reported a second case of detention of a Daca recipient - this time a 19-year-old art school student who was arrested for marijuana possession. He was later released without
explanation. Is the media play not supported on your Media device captionWhere does America's undocumented immigrants live? In order to qualify for Daca, applicants under the age of 30 submit personal information to the Department of Homeland Security. They must pass an FBI background check and have a clean
criminal record, and either be at school, recently graduated or have been honorably discharged from the Military. In return, the U.S. government agrees to delay any action on their immigration status for a period of two years. Medina, according to his lawyers, went through the process twice after receiving his last Daca
extension in May 2016. He also received a work permit. In the early morning hours of February 10, Medina was woken by a raid by U.S. Immigration and Customs Enforcement on his home in Des Moines, Washington, near Seattle. Agents were looking for Medina's father, and after they detained him, they say he told
them that his two sons were also illegal. In a lawsuit justifying Medina's arrest, U.S. Justice Department lawyers wrote that Medina also acknowledged that he was in the country illegally when they asked him. At that point, they determined that his duck status was invalid and arrested him. Image copyright Getty Images
Image caption Medina's lawyers claim he repeatedly told ICE agents that he had Dak and that his work permit card was in his wallet. They say that his detention is a constitutional violation of his right to due time. Whether OR not ICE agents can begin revoking the Daca owner's permit on the spot will be crucial to the
dispute, said immigration lawyer Katherine Wasylik. Is there any additional action that ICE has to take to undo this, except to say, oh hey, we're canceling it today, so sorry for you, she asks. That's what we have to look at. Cyrus Mehta, an immigration lawyer and associate professor at the Brooklyn School of Law, said
the arrest itself signals a new era in immigration policy. Under the Obama administration's old priorities, he would never have been arrested in the first place, Mehta said. Image copyright ICE Handout In addition, lawyers for the US Department of Justice wrote that once in custody, Medina repeatedly confessed to being a
member of the gang in the past and present. The complainant stated: No more when asked whether he was or was involved in any gang activity, the statement said. The petitioner was questioned further regarding the 'gang tattoo' on his forearm, to which he replied that he used to with Sureno in California that he
escaped California to escape from gangs and that he was still still with Paizas in Washington state. According to Steve Yale-Loehr, an immigration law expert at Cornell Law School, if Medina was convicted by a jury or admitted through a plea deal that he was part of a criminal gang, revoking his Daca status and starting
deportation would not represent any policy change from the Obama to the Trump administration. Under Obama, gang affiliation was grounds for suspension. However, if the facts show that they just think he was a gang member and they don't have any facts and they just see a tattoo on him, which is more troubling,
Yale-Loer said. Image copyright Getty Images ICE officials can act in accordance with the widely expanded deportation guidelines outlined in President Trump's January 25 executive order titled Raising Public Security in the United States. Section 5 of the order lists who is considered a priority for deportation, and now
includes not only those convicted of crimes, but also those who have been charged with a crime, those who have committed acts that constitute a criminal offence, and those who are by the decision of an immigration officer ... poses a risk to public safety or national security. Wasilik says that this formulation represents a
huge extension of who has the right to be removed and can explain Medina's detention. The fact that he had Duck doesn't matter. It was a public safety threat that overrode that, she says. Medina's lawyer, Mark Rosenbaum, responded to the gang's allegations against Medina as false and described his remarks as a
forced alleged confession without any evidence to support it. He also says that the tattoo in question reads La Paz BCS, a reference to the capital of Baja California Sur, the Mexican state where Medina is from. While these allegations are completely implausible and completely fabricated, they will still not be sufficient
evidence that Mr. Ramirez poses a threat to public safety or national security, Rosenbaum wrote. Image copyright Getty Images Image caption A roadside checkpoint in Arizona in 2010 on Friday, a federal judge in Seattle sided with the government and denied Medina's release, a blow to the defense's argument that
Medina's constitutional rights had been violated. An immigration judge will take up the case next week. According to El-Loer, this does not necessarily mean that Medina will be deported. The government needs to prove that a person has somehow violated immigration laws, he said. It's a two-step process. Regardless of
the outcome of the case, Yale-Loer says Medina's story has certainly caused fear among the so-called Dreamers. Some organizations recommend young people undocumented people refrain from applying for Daca, and that those who already have it refuse to open doors or talk to ICE agents who don't have warrants.
They advise having an immigration lawyer stand aside for any issues. People should be silent if they are interrogated law enforcement officers so they are not forced to say something against their interests, says Yale-Loehr. Even undocumented people have certain constitutional rights, including the right to remain silent
and the right to call a lawyer. blogspot a dreamer on drugs
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